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Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) is potentially curable by immune rest and correction of
the genetic predisposition inherent in allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell transplantation. However, balancing risks against benefits remains challenging. Recently, application of mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) serving as a site-regulated drugstore is a new concept which creates
the possibility of an alternative treatment for many intractable diseases, such as IBD. Depending
on the required function of MSC as a cell provider, immune moderator, and/or trophic resource,
MSC therapy should be optimized; surprisingly, therapeutic effects do not always require full
engraftment of MSCs, but rely on the capacity of MSCs to inhibit pathogenic immune responses
and release trophic factors favoring tissue repair. Therefore, optimization of pleiotropic gut trophic
factors produced by MSCs must directly enhance new drug discovery for IBD.
Stem cell biology holds great promise for a new era of cell-based therapy, sparking considerable interest among scientists, clinicians, and their patients. However, the translational arm of
stem cell science is in a relatively primitive state. Although several clinical studies using MSCs
have been initiated, the early results suggest several inherent problems. In all of them, optimization of MSC therapy appears to be the most urgent problem, to be resolved only by scientifically
unveiling the mechanisms of therapeutic action. The authors believe that such information would
facilitate the critical steps in the paradigm shift from stem cell biology to regenerative medicine
for conquering IBD in near future.
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HSCT for autoimmune diseases is to reset the immune

Although intestinal wound healing comprises each step

system, that is, to generate new self-tolerant lymphocytes

of epithelial restitution, proliferation, and maturation, the

after chemotherapy-induced elimination of self- or auto-

process is classically divided into four phases: namely,

reactive lymphocytes (i.e., lymphoablation). Allogeneic

hemostasis, inflammation, proliferation, and remodeling1).

HSCT is based on the rationale of both immune reset and

The pathogenesis of inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) in-

on correcting the genetic predisposition to disease by re-

volves multiple complex inter-relationships among genetic

placing with non-disease-prone HSCs from a healthy do-

predisposition, environmental factors and immunological

nor.

abnormalities. Intriguingly, it notes, in addition to environ-

Since the first report was published in 19934), a total of

mental factors, the extreme differences in IBD susceptible

25 IBD consisting of 20 CD and 5 UC patients who under-

genes identified by recent genome-wide association studies2)

went HSCT (7 autologous and 18 allogeneic) for cancer

among the population examined. It is strongly suggested

have been reported (Table 1)5-12). Overall, 22 of 25 (88%)

whether true culprit disease susceptibility to IBD beyond

patients have achieved clinical remission over a median

racial difference leaves undiscovered or Japanese IBD

follow-up of 20 months. HSCT may result in long-lasting

could be quite different from western IBD to the genetic

remission without any need for IBD medications in the most

predisposition. In any case, such new findings must pro-

patients. There have been two transplant-related infectious

vide important clues for further novel approaches against

deaths. Interestingly, the patient who relapsed 18 months

IBD.

after transplantation in the Seattle series had mixed chi-

Unfortunately, established therapy for IBD has been

merism, whereas the four patients who achieved sustained

dominated by a focus on inflammation in the wound heal-

remission were assumed to be complete bone marrow

ing process and on immunological abnormalities in its

chimeras13). These studies support the notion that lympho-

pathogenesis. The optimal IBD therapy aiming for com-

ablation

plete cure should not only block inflammation but also en-

remissions in IBD patients. In contrast, a patient without

hance proliferation and remodeling during healing. Further-

IBD undergoing allogeneic HSCT developed severe CD

more, intestinal homeostasis should be regulated by ex-

soon after transplantation14). Investigations showed that the

tra-intestinal as well as local machinery in the larger pic-

transplanted stem cell harbored a pathogenetic NOD2

ture of health and disease in the intestine. Consequently,

mutation.

and

immune reset

can induce long-lasting

therapeutic target cells should transform inflammatory cells

The first Phase I study15) included 12 patients with ac-

to intestinal (stem) cell, stromal cells, or bone marrow (stem)

tive CD refractory to conventional therapies including anti-

cells, and therapeutics should advance to include stem cell-

TNFα treatment. There was an early and sustained clini-

based or gene-based therapy. Stem cell biology and re-

cal remission in 11 of the 12 (91.7%) patients after a me-

generative medicine must provide a backbone to such a

dian follow-up of 18.5 months. One patient experienced

paradigm shift in future IBD therapeutics.

CD relapse at 15 months post-transplantation. A second
Phase I/II study included four refractory patients16). Three

HSCT and IBD

of the four (75%) patients had sustained remission after a

The concept and practice of hematopoietic stem cell trans-

median follow-up of 16.5 months. All patients tolerated

plantation (HSCT) as a primary treatment for immune-me-

HSCT well and no mortality was observed in the above

diated inflammatory diseases (IMIDs), such as IBD, began

two series of patients. Observations of three additional case

in the late 1990s. Allogenic HSCT should theoretically be

reports published so far also suggest that sustained clini-

preferable for cure than autologous HSCT, as there is a

cal remission with HSCT is initially likely to result from

graft-versus-host reaction that removes the presumed dis-

lymphoablation by drugs used in the conditioning regimen;

ease-causing T cells that might survive conditioning . Since

later may be an effect of altered immune reconstitution17-19).

allogenic transplantation is associated with higher trans-

Although these observations underscore a curative trend

plant-related morbidity and mortality owing to graft-versus-

of allogenic HSCT, a balance between risks and benefits

host disease (GvHD), more autologous transplants have

remains ambiguous in the setting20).

3)

been performed for IMIDs. The rationale of autologous
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Table 1 Hematopoietic stem cell transplantation for the treatment of cancer in patients
with inflammatory bowel disease
Author (year)
[Ref]

Primary
Disease

Type

IBD

Duration
(yr)

Age
Sex
(F/M)

Mortality
(n)

AEs

Outcome

Drakos (1993)
[4]

NHL

Auto

1 CD

22

41
F

0

0

R (6 mo)

Castro (1996)
[ 7]

Breast
cancer

Auto

1 CD

11

NA
F

0

NA

R (> 2yr)

Kashyap (1998)
[8]

NHL

Auto

1 CD

8

21
M

0

0

R (7 yr)

Talbot (1998)
[6]

Leukemia

Allo

1 CD

7

35
M

0

GvHD

R (8 yr)

Lopez-Cubero
(1998) [13]

Leukemia

Allo

6 CD

3-29

27-46
M

3

6 GvHD

R (4-15yr)
1r (1.5yr)

Musso (2000)
[9]

HL

Auto

1 CD

10

30
M

0

0

R (3 yr)

Marti (2001)
[12]

Breast
cancer

Auto

1 UC

7

57
F

0

0

r (20 mo)

Soderholm
(2002) [10]

Leukemia

Auto

1 CD

3

57
F

0

Sepsis

R (5 yr)

Ditschkowski
(2003) [5]

1 MDS/
10 leukemia

Allo

4 UC
7 CD

Median
10

27-55
6/5

1

8 GvHD
1 inf

R (median
34 mo)

Anumakonda
(2007) [11]

NHL

Auto

1 CD

16

32
F

0

NA

r (8 yr)

Abbreviation: AEs; adverse effects,
NHL; non-Hodgkin lymphoma, HL;
Hodgkin lymphoma, MDS; myelodysplastic syndrome, Auto; autologous, Allo; allogeneic, CD; Crohn
disease, UC; ulcerative colitis, NA;
not available, R; remission, r; relapse, inf; infection.

Table 2 Hematopoietic stem cell transplantation as a primary treatment for
Crohn's disease
Author (year)
[Ref]

Type

n

Cell
Selection

Duration
(yr)

Age
Sex
(F/M)

AEs

Outcome

Kreisel (2003)
[17]

Auto

1

Yes

14

36
M

0

R (9 mo)

Scime (2004)
[18]

Auto

1

Yes

2.5

55
M

0

R (5 mo)

Oyama (2005)
[15]

Auto

12

Yes

1.5-20

15-38
6/6

1
Stenosis

11 R (12 mo)
1 r (18 mo)

Cassinotti
(2008)[16]

Auto

4

No

NA

26-45
1/3

0

3 R (3-12 mo)
1 r (4 mo)

Glocker (2009)
[19]

Allo

1

NA

9

9
M

0

R (2 yr)

MSC and IBD

Abbreviation: AEs; adverse effects, Auto;
autologous, Allo; allogeneic, NA; not available, R; remission, r; relapse.

autoimmunity, inflammation and tissue damage have paved

Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) are noted for active pro-

the way for clinical trials. Le Blanc K, et al reported a mile-

liferation, plastic differentiation, strong immunomodulation,

stone GvHD case who was successfully treated with an

low immunogenicity, and abundant trophic factor produc-

immunosuppressive effect of MSCs in vivo, rather than an

tion. Collectively, the wide range of advantageous in vivo

induction of tolerance22). Since then, in humans, ex vivo -

effects of MSCs, from cell replacement and immunosup-

expanded allogeneic MSCs have been infused in several

pression to trophic effects, drives their increasing use in

Phase I studies23-25). No adverse events during or after MSC

regenerative medicine and immune intervention. Detailed

infusion have been observed so far. In Crohn’s disease

reviews of MSCs as a cell provider are found elsewhere21).

(CD), encouraging results from studies using locally ad-

Successful preclinical studies using MSCs in models of

ministered adipose stem cells to treat complex perianal
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tion of these stem cells opens real possibilities of novel
approaches to intractable gastrointestinal disease, such
as IBD. However, transplantation of intestinal stem cells
remains in its infancy, readers should refer elsewhere for
more on this subject.

and the duration of detectable MSC-derived cells in the
impaired intestinal tissues is short, maximum benefit from
their therapeutic action will require more efficient engraftment, proliferation, and/or differentiation of repopulating
MSCs in recipient tissues. The likelihood of achieving this
remains uncertain. In our experiments, we found a wide
array of cues in the micromilieu for MSC engraftment in
experimental colitis; MSC engrafted into the intestinal epithelial region in the condition27) while into stromal tissues in
the other condition28). In either case, engrafted MSCs are
so scarce that we cannot observe their dynamics in the
recipient intestine. There also seem to be conflicting reports on the role of MSCs on carcinogenesis in the previous reports29, 30), MSCs can promote or inhibit carcinogenesis depending on the micromilieu cue in our study (data
not shown).
Stem cell-based therapy with curative intent is growing
in importance as the next generation therapy for IBD. However, before broader clinical application of MSCs as a cellbased therapy, it is essential to set clear therapeutic targets and to understand the precise mechanism of repair in
each clinical setting to ensure optimal MSC therapy. This
includes the source and type of MSC (autologous or allogeneic), the quality control of prepared MSCs, procedure

Future perspectives
Notwithstanding the enticing perspective of immune reset, it is unrealistic to believe that autologous HSCT can
eradicate immune disease because a genetic predisposition may remain unmodified in the transplanted stem cells
and disease recurrence remains a potential risk. The last
decade has seen a remarkable shift in our appreciation of
the potential uses for MSCs instead of HSCs. The challenge now is the scientific evaluation of MSC therapy
against conventional treatments for IBD in randomized
controlled trials. The possibility of using allogeneic MSCs
and the immunomodulatory effects of MSCs in preventing
GvHD is a promising and safer perspective for testing this
treatment in IBD. Furthermore, optimization of pleiotropic
gut trophic factor produced by MSCs should potentiate new
drug discoveries for IBD. Significant issues remain respecting the design and interpretation of studies on MSCs, including patient selection, disease stage, disease activity,
and long-term safety.
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